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Introduction
In early May 2022, the National Committee on American Foreign Policy (NCAFP) convened a
group of emerging leaders from the U.S., Japan and the ROK to discuss trilateral relations after
the ROK elections, the leadership transition in Japan, and the first year of the Biden
administration. Most of the participants had contributed to a January 2021 report of policy
recommendations from a virtual working group on trilateral relations. The purpose of
reconvening was to update the recommendations of the report and discuss new opportunities and
challenges in the regional and international environment.
Key Takeaways


The political transitions on all three sides present a window of strategic opportunity to
cement advances in the trilateral relationship and all three sides should focus on how to
lock in prudent and flexible gains against future political shifts.
o

Although policy has swung drastically between administrations in the U.S. and the
ROK, public sentiment is still divided along deep partisan lines. Both presidents
have to deal with strong opposition in their legislative bodies, and there are no
guarantees of incumbent victories in upcoming election cycles. The Kishida
government is likewise constrained by hardliners in its own party. The key
question is how far each administration can go in achieving stronger trilateral
relations within these political dynamics.

o

There are downside risks of moving too far or too fast in trilateral relations. First,
the backlash could drive political change, swinging the pendulum of domestic
politics back into a more confrontational approach. Second, the three sides can
lock in policies that might dilute regional peace and stability in the medium and
long term. For example, moves toward security autonomy might engender a future
ROK-Japan arms race should political sentiment swing. Likewise, moves made
trilaterally to counter China could exacerbate security dilemma dynamics.
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The shock of Russia’s invasion of Ukraine has provided additional impetus to align the
three countries around common political values, and this alignment will shape each
country’s relationship with China. The reality of 21st century territorial conquest and the
“no-limits” partnership between Russia and China have raised the specter of outright
conflict over China’s maritime territorial claims and in the Taiwan Strait. The Yoon
administration is taking a harder line toward China than the Moon administration,
focusing on cooperation on basis of mutual respect of core interests and dismissing
Chinese concerns about U.S.-ROK joint military exercises.



The three countries will maintain a hardline position toward the DPRK. Participants were
hopeful that Pyongyang’s acknowledgement of COVID spread inside the country could
begin humanitarian aid discussions, but were pessimistic that such developments would
break the fundamental impasse on the Korean Peninsula in which both sides think the
other should move first to address their concerns. The security dilemma dynamics in interKorean relations continue to deepen, with DPRK provocations met by ROK requests to the
U.S. for more strategic assets. A worsening security environment is more likely than an
unwinding of this spiral.



Security alignment is driving political and economic alignment. The U.S. Indo-Pacific
strategy, the Quad, and the Indo-Pacific Economic Framework contain overlapping
priorities and plans on which both the ROK and Japan are ready to act. However, Japan
holds an important position in the ROK’s accession to the CPTPP and cooperation with
the Quad. The open question is to what extent Japan will use that leverage to press its
advantage in bilateral disputes. While there is political will to improve ROK-Japan
relations, democratic institutions and public opinion may bind the scope and depth of
bilateral cooperation.

Policy Recommendations


The three sides should articulate an agenda for trilateral cooperation that emphasizes
common national interests. Strengthening regional multilateral architecture is a potential
area of focus.



They should develop consensus regarding the circumstances under which the three sides
are open to dialogue and diplomacy with North Korea, and focus on trilateral cooperation
that will complement other regional groupings and fora.



The ROK and Japan need to repair the damage of past events, such as the 2018 radar lockon incident or the removal of the ROK from Japan’s export screening “white list” that
nearly scuttled the bilateral intelligence sharing agreement (GSOMIA). These incidents
eroded support on both sides for inter-operational planning that may prove critical in a
contingency.
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The U.S. should continue to affirm the commitment to extended deterrence for both
alliance integrity and to maintain non-proliferation goals.



The three countries should coordinate on how they view the threat coming from China and
prioritize perceived vulnerabilities.

Trilateralism after the ROK Elections—A Strategic Opportunity?
Participants took stock of what has changed since the group’s January 2021 report and what has
stayed the same. On the one hand, political transitions in the U.S., Japan and the ROK bode well
for increased trilateralism. The Biden administration’s high-ranking officials have emphasized
alliances as a key U.S. strategic advantage and Secretary of State Blinken has continued to
prioritize U.S.-Japan-ROK relations, revitalizing 2+2 formats and underscoring support for this
trilateral relationship in joint policy statements and speeches. The incoming Yoon administration
has signaled desire to meet important U.S. priorities, considering the ROK within a global network
of U.S. alliances, closing policy gaps in how to deal with the North Korean nuclear program, and
signaling a strong desire to improve Japan-ROK relations. And one participant described Japan
as the anchor of the current policy alignment, having weathered the different priorities of the
Trump and Moon administration while staying the course on a hardline position toward North
Korea and deep strategic suspicion of China’s growing power, positions that seem increasingly
shared by the U.S. and the ROK.
However, participants remained cautious on whether the three countries could sustain this
momentum to close policy gaps against domestic political headwinds. The Biden and Yoon
administrations both face strong opposition parties; and the conservative faction of the LDP may
stymy relations with the ROK. In other words, victories are not mandates for wholesale policy
changes, as much as shifts seemed apparent. And though diplomatic exchanges are rosy,
elephants are starting to crowd the room—the perennial issue of long term U.S. reliability,
especially if another anti-alliance president comes to power; the differences in policy preferences
toward China and the DPRK; as well as developments in the independent ROK judiciary rulings
on Japanese businesses. Events could expose these elephants and narrow room for cooperation
despite a desire among top leadership and political elites to deepen cooperation.
Still, participants overwhelmingly agreed that the three sides have a window of opportunity to
advance the trilateral relationship, based on convergence of threat perceptions and policy
approaches. A Korean participant noted that whereas the Moon administration tried to have the
ROK balance between the U.S. and China to minimize the effects of great power competition, the
Yoon administration wants to take a stronger approach to China and align more with an
international, values-based agenda. This policy position dovetails nicely with Japan’s Free and
Open Indo-Pacific concept and the U.S. Indo-Pacific Strategy. All three sides self-identify as
beneficiaries of a rules-based order and seem poised to proactively defend this order against
challenges or challengers. This broad-based common interest can set the tone for trilateral
cooperation, including the ROK’s deeper integration in Southeast Asia and inclusion in emerging
regional institutions and fora.
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Participants raised other potential areas of cooperation that did not rise to the urgency of the
Ukraine issue but were nevertheless motivated by strengthening cooperation based on democratic
values. An American participant noted that all three countries face common challenges as
democracies with varying degrees of political polarization and suggested that trilateral
cooperation include countering disinformation. Supply chain restructuring and resilience,
particularly in the microchip sector; and pandemic mitigation, including vaccine partnerships,
were also promising areas for further cooperation.
These topics prompted participant discussion on opportunities and threats in economic
connectivity. One American participant suggested that the trilateral grouping do more to insulate
its partners from economic shocks due to coercion and conflict. However, this discussion surfaced
a number of those pesky invisible elephants: one Korean participant reminded the group that
Japan and the ROK were perpetrators of weaponized interdependence against each other over the
last several years. Other participants flagged that the ROK and Japan must maintain a careful
balance in confronting China, their largest trading partner. And questions remain as to how
welcoming Japan will be to the ROK as it attempts to join Japan-led regional initiatives, like the
CPTPP—one participant wondered whether the temptation to extract concessions on bilateral
issues can be avoided.
Overall, it remains to be seen how convergence on broad framing of the values and goals of the
U.S. and its alliance partners will trickle down through a political process to match policy direction
with policy outcomes. Can common threats create enough momentum for the three sides to
surmount long time irritants in trilateral relations, particularly in the Japan-ROK relationship?
Participants felt that work on this weakest link of the trilateral relationship was already well
underway—the tone of initial communications and visits between the Yoon administration and its
Japanese counterparts was cautiously positive, heading in the right direction.

Regional Flashpoints
Participants from all three sides cited the Russian invasion of Ukraine as a watershed moment for
policy convergence. A Korean participant also described the war in Ukraine as a salient issue
during the ROK elections and felt that the Yoon administration would want to go further than the
Moon administration had in joining a coalition to isolate and punish Russia for its actions. As an
American participant stated, the U.S. has long requested support from its Northeast Asian allies
on out-of-area goals and objectives; the magnitude of concern has finally reached a threshold over
which the ROK and Japan are ready and willing to act in global concert. But participants were
unsure how much the ROK is linking Russia’s activities in Europe to security concerns in
Northeast Asia.
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A U.S. participant summarizing Japan’s outlook felt the sum total of closer Sino-Russian relations
and Russia’s invasion has deeply influenced Japan’s threat perception of China. Japan has been
watching the uptick in Chinese military activities in the East China Sea and the Taiwan Strait with
increasing trepidation, and the eruption of war in Europe has solidify Japan’s linking of values
with the international security order. Japan is now flagging peace and stability in the Taiwan
Strait as a concern in public statements. And a Japanese participant noted that the phrase “Taiwan
contingency” has jumped in Japan’s newspapers—from 33 mentions over the past ten years to
over 2,400 mentions in 2021 alone—signifying heightened visibility of the issue in public
discussion.
The Taiwan issue had surfaced as a component of U.S.-ROK joint statements in the Moon
administration. Some participants thought the Yoon administration would continue this practice
but was not prepared to do more active contingency planning. Some participants from all three
sides recommended that Taiwan become a focus of tabletop exercises and other efforts to shore
up contingency planning. A Japanese participant noted that a Taiwan contingency would be
covered by Article 6 of the alliance treaty, allowing the U.S. to use Japanese facilities to carry out
military activities. An American noted that no such clarity exists with regard to the ROK’s
obligations in the same scenario.
Participants from all sides noted that Taiwan seem to have surpassed North Korea as a more
urgent issue on which the three sides should coordinate. The general consensus was that dynamics
in the Taiwan Strait are changing more rapidly and considered more volatile than the ongoing
stalemate with a self-isolated DPRK. The DPRK had moved from an area of disagreement in
trilateral relations to an area for cooperation, but because the cooperative stance was to hold firm
on sanctions and pressure to get the DPRK to change course—a relative continuation of a longterm status quo—North Korea had actually moved down in the list of urgent priorities.
Participants discussed whether Kim Jong Un’s announcement of COVID (like) spread in the
DPRK, two years after the global outbreak, was an opening to negotiate humanitarian aid or
pandemic assistance. If so, the U.S. and the ROK should seize the opportunity to start a dialogue.
At the same time, participants resigned themselves to preparing for some type of DPRK
provocations. One former high-ranking official warned of a return of the conditions that marked
the DPRK’s 2010 military strikes on the ROK, only this time with a nuclear-armed DPRK. Even a
less consequential but still provocative DPRK nuclear test would be met with a divided UN
Security Council, given Russia’s seat on the P5 and China’s rhetorical support for Russia’s antialliance framing.
Whether the issue was Taiwan or North Korea, participants emphasized preparedness as the
alliance goal. An American participant argued strongly that the resumption of US-ROK military
exercises was essential; tabletop exercises and planning documents could not substitute for
operational practice.
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Global Frameworks and Regional Architecture
Participants also recognized that larger trends in alliance relationships were feeding into the
security environment and policy goals. The U.S. is asking allies to contribute more to regional
strategy. Japan has been cautiously pursuing changes in its defense posture, up to and including
discussions of constitutional revision. And the ROK has also negotiated an expansion of missile
technology and signaled desire for an aircraft carrier to support autonomy in defense planning as
well as contribute more to regional security needs. A Japanese participant noted that Japan has
stepped up its security cooperation in Southeast Asia, and hoped the ROK would do the same.
The conflict in Ukraine has had substantial influence on how U.S. allies are thinking about nuclear
weapons and the concept of extended deterrence. In this context, some participants argued that
US allies should pressure the U.S. not to reduce the role of nuclear weapons in its foreign policy.
One participant suggested that the U.S. should declare support for a nuclear response to any use
of nuclear weapons in Ukraine. Within Japan, there is some anxiety among the public that U.S.
extended deterrence is being undermined in Northeast Asia. As a result, there is a growing
Japanese domestic debate concerning nuclear weapons, particularly in observing a potential need
to craft a NATO-like nuclear-sharing agreement. In the ROK, domestic opinion suggests that the
public wants the ROK to obtain its own nuclear weapons for self-defense, so that in a crisis it
would not need to coordinate with the U.S., Japan, or other allies that focus most of their regional
attention on competing with China. Participants emphasized that within its alliances with Japan
and the ROK, the U.S. should focus on reaffirming extended deterrence assurances.
With regard to regional architecture, participants observed that the Biden administration has
prioritized enhancing alliance policy beyond the traditional ‘hub-and-spoke’ system that emerged
after World War II. This has manifested in efforts to expand bilateral treaty alliances beyond
security cooperation while also building on minilateral groupings. In particular, the Quad, which
includes the U.S. and Japan but not the ROK, has become an essential component of regional
architecture and is an indicator of how the Biden administration is thinking about the Indo-Pacific
region through an affirmative agenda that focuses on nontraditional security issues, such as
climate change, global health, and cyber security. However, given sensitive bilateral ROK-Japan
relations, participants identified the need for the three countries to cooperate in broader
multilateral arrangements.
One participant underscored the importance of the ROK in regional architecture, noting that the
new ROK administration provides an opportunity to recalibrate relations with China. The
participant observed an opportunity for the ROK to play a key role in digital trade, through which
it could help to advance norms and standards with the U.S. and Japan. The U.S. IPEF—designed
to increase regional connectivity, strengthen cooperation on supply chains and green energy, and
advance norms and standards on digital economy and trade—could serve as a mechanism to
include the ROK in Quad-related working groups, and Japan should welcome the ROK’s
participation in these initiatives. However, participants questioned whether the IPEF would be a
temporary ‘soufflé of arrangements’ that may not live beyond the Biden administration.
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